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Coloring a Lorentz gas
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A catalytic site is introduced into a two-dimensional Lorentz gas system consisting of three disks
arranged in an equilateral triangle to model reactive dynamics. This system is studied at a
microscopic level using anN-cylinder description where the exact dynamics is replaced by a
symbolic dynamics which is a generating partition. The Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy and its finite
and colored varieties are discussed. These are then related to the colored escape rate, a macroscopic
property. Lastly, escape is eliminated by extending the three disk system to an infinite lattice, and
the color correlation function is studied. For large catalytic regions the Poisson process rate law
expression breaks down. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!50739-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The derivation of kinetic equations for chemically rea
ing systems is a fundamental problem of statistical mech
ics. Most approaches involve phenomenological eleme
and remain poorly justified from first principles. Since t
underlying equations of classical mechanics are determin
and time-reversal symmetric, questions associated with
irreversibility of macroscopic chemical rate equations m
be addressed.

The typical assumption made in most molecul
dynamics investigations of reaction dynamics is that
many-body system is chaotic and the chaotic dynamics
vides the basis for a statistical description. Since the cha
properties of many-body systems are difficult to establish
is interesting to consider low-dimensional systems where
tailed studies can be made.

There have been several investigations of simple, lo
dimensional, deterministic dynamical systems which attem
to provide insight into the microscopic origin of macroscop
chemical rate laws. DeLeon and Berne1 have constructed a
simple model of a chemical interconversion process wh
the phase space of each chemical species is a stadium
liard, a system known to have strongly mixing properties~K
system!. Reaction occurs when the particle passes from
stadium to the other through a small hole. In a similar sp
a chemical interconversion process was modeled by tran
between phase space domains whose dynamics was
erned by baker’s transformations,2 a dynamical system that i
also known to have strongly mixing properties~Bernoulli!.
Spatially extended generalizations of this model have
cently been studied by Gaspard and Klages.3 Even simpler,
ideal-gas-type models have been studied where part
travel in straight-line paths.4 Particles are assigned colors a
when two trajectories cross a color change~reaction! occurs.
All of these studies have attempted to link the reaction
namics to the mixing properties of the underlying determ

a!Electronic mail: rkapral@gatto.chem.utoronto.ca
6460021-9606/98/109(15)/6460/9/$15.00
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istic dynamics and establish the conditions under which r
laws apply.

Another system that has received considerable atten
is the Lorentz gas,5–14 which consists of a particle which
moves freely between elastic collisions with fixed hard d
scatterers. It is known that this system is chaotic; it ha
positive Lyapunov exponent and a positive Kolmogoro
Sinai entropy. Lorentz gas systems comprising three di
as well as an infinite array of disks, were studied by Gasp
and Rice5 and Gaspard and Nicolis.6 The escape rate of par
ticles from the system~or a sub-domain of the system! was
studied and related to dynamical systems properties suc
the Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy and the Lyapunov exponen

In this paper we also study Lorentz gas systems cons
ing of three disks arranged in an equilateral triangle~Fig. 1!
or infinite arrays of such disks. However, we suppose t
two species of particles exist in the system and collide w
the disks. A portion~or portions! of a disk perimeter is as
sumed to be a catalytic site such that if a particle strikes
catalytic site a reaction occurs and it converts to the ot
species. It is convenient to denote the two chemical spe
by the color labels ‘‘black’’ and ‘‘white’’ and the reaction a
a color changing process. These reactive and nonreac
collision events are depicted in Fig. 1, which also sho
particles leaving the system; we consider a particle to esc
the system when it crosses one of the straight boundary li
Hence, black and white particles interconvert and escape

The particle’s speed is chosen to be unity. An ensem
of ~noninteracting! particles is used to calculate statistic
quantities. One might expect that the chaotic nature of
system will lead to a simple exponential law for the late-tim
decay of species populations due to reaction and escap
this late-time domain a phenomenological picture

escape←
kB

B

k

k

W→
kW

escape, ~1!

should be appropriate.
This is certainly a highly schematic version of a reacti

system; however, it captures some of the essential elem
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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of reactions involving small molecules in a porous mediu
containing active sites that promote reaction, or even sur
reactions involving the dynamics of small molecules that
act at specific sites. Of course, our purpose is not to atte
to model such real systems but rather the focus of this st
is to probe the origin and possible breakdown of pheno
enological pictures and to provide links between microsco
and macroscopic quantities.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II th
uncolored system is studied and a symbolic dynamics is
troduced. The repeller is considered and theN-cylinders and
Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy are defined. Section III prese
the phenomenological picture of Eq.~1! and then focuses on
the early-time behavior of the system. In Sec. IV the esc
rate constants of the phenomenological picture are show
be distinct and to vary with the location of the catalytic si
These colored escape rates are connected to both the re
and to a colored extension of the Kolmogorov–Sinai e
tropy. Our results indicate that Pesin’s theorem cannot
simply extended to the reactive case as defined in this st

In Sec. V the second example of a reactive Lorentz g
a periodic arrangement of disks with catalytic sites on a
angular lattice, is studied. A particle introduced into the s
tem now moves from one three-disk domain to another
stead of escaping from the system. This allows us to st
the breakdown of the phenomenological rate law, which
curs when the catalytic domain is large. Concluding rema
are made in Sec. VI.

II. UNCOLORED SYSTEM

In order to define the quantities used and generalize
the subsequent analysis, we begin with a few remarks on
dynamics of the uncolored three-disk problem. The num
cal results presented here and in the rest of the paper
R53.11a ~cf. Fig. 1!. This configuration is generic for th
class of systems (R.3a) in which a particle starting on the
boundary of disk one~within the allowed domain! can reach
any point on the boundaries of disks two and three~again
within the allowed domain! directly.

FIG. 1. Colored Lorentz system. Two particles are shown escaping
system and two particles are shown changing color by striking a cata
site, shown in heavy line.
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A. Repeller

Due to the convex walls of the disks, the dynamics
everywhere defocusing so that there are no stable orbits.
some trajectories survive under the dynamics; the set of th
form a fractal object called a repeller. Trajectories starting
the repeller will never leave it. This defines a probabil
distribution: The natural invariant probability distribution o
a repeller tells us how often the various parts of the repe
are visited by trajectories that never escape. Trajecto
coming close to the repeller are responsible for the phen
enon of transient chaos—chaotic behavior that takes p
for a long but finite time.

B. Definition of u and f

In order to study the trajectories systematically, we foc
solely on the collision events, since the trajectories follo
straight line paths in between. Two variables are neede
describe a collision: The position and velocity of the traje
tory upon impact. We choose~following Gaspard and Rice5!
u andf as shown in Fig. 2.

C. Symbolic dynamics, N-cylinders, and a generating
partition

A symbolic dynamics is associated with trajectories
sequentially recording the numbers of the disks which
struck. We leti n ( i nP$1,2,3%) be the number of the disk
which is struck on thenth collision. A given symbol se-
quence of finite lengthN encompasses many different traje
tories because each symbol corresponds to a finite volum
phase space. We say the symbolic dynamics is a genera
partition if the infinite symbol sequencei 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n , . . .
uniquely determines the initial conditionz15(u1 ,f1).15

This is satisfied for our system if we ignore the particle
path until it first hits a disk and call this the~new! initial
condition z1 . To obtain an infinite symbol sequence, th
corresponding trajectory must remain in the system forev
it must be trapped and hence a member of the repeller.
define theN-cylinder i 1i 2 . . . i N to be the set of all trajecto
ries which hit diski 1 on their first collision, diski 2 on their
second collision, . . . , disk i N on theirNth collision, and then
either undergo further collisions or escape the system. E
individual N-cylinder has contributions in two or three of th
disk phase spaces, and there are 3•2N21 total N-cylinders.

e
ic

FIG. 2. Definition ofu andf. The anglef is measured from the outgoing
trajectory to the normal. The angleu locates the point of impact on the disk
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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For example, the three-cylinders can be visualized
follows. Each constituent trajectory of the three-cylinde
strikes at least three disks. For each of these first three
we plot the trajectories in theu –f variables of the disk
being struck~Fig. 3!. Only the phase space corresponding
disk one is shown because the pattern is identical for
other disks ~by symmetry!. Note that two of the three
cylinders, 121 and 131, appear twice. This is because tra
tories belonging to these three-cylinders strike disk 1 on th
first and third hits, and hence, they appear twice because
are grouping trajectories by hit number.

In the first three panels of Fig. 4 we simplify this visu
alization slightly by plotting histograms of the data in Fig.
A very narrow bin width is used so that the functions sho
in Fig. 4 represent the relative frequency of collisions a
function of u. Denoting these functionsr1(u), r2(u), and
r3(u), the overall collision frequency of the three-cylinde
is given by r(u)5 1

3(n51
3 rn(u), shown in the lower right

panel of Fig. 4.
Each hit number has its own measure over the disks,

these follow a recursive pattern which in the limitN→`,
yields the fractal pattern which is the collision frequen

FIG. 3. Starting from an ensemble of trajectories with uniform rand
initial conditions, a graphical representation of the three-cylinders is
tained from the subensemble of trajectories which strike at least three d
From these trajectories, theu –f phase space coordinates of the first, se
ond, and third collisions with disks are plotted in the top, middle, and b
tom panels, respectively~disk one phase space only!. See text for details.
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~probability density! of the repeller. TheN59 collision fre-
quency functionr(u)5 1

9(n51
9 rn(u) is shown in Fig. 5;

comparing this to the lower right panel of Fig. 4 indicat
how the refinement proceeds. At each levelN of the hit-
number pattern, hit numbersi andN112 i are similar. This
is due to time-reversal symmetry. Two factors affect the
act relationship. Firstly,f is measured from the outgoin
trajectory to the normal, and since reversing time chan
incoming trajectories into outgoing trajectories we must u
the relationfout1f in52p to account for this change of ref
erence. Secondly, the relation is affected by the choice
initial conditions. We notice that the hit-number-three col
sion frequency function for the three-cylinders~upper right
panel of Fig. 4! has a flatter distribution than the correspon
ing function for hit number one~upper left panel of Fig. 4!.
The function for hit one is a consequence of the initial co
ditions, which are uniform and random inside the three-d
domain. The resulting first-collision frequency profile as
function ofu is low atu50,p/3 and high atu5p/6. This is
because of the proximity of the extreme values ofu to the
exit channels, from which no trajectories eminate. The
namics is defocusing, hence it is not surprising that the d
tribution at hit three is flatter.

-
ks.
-
-

FIG. 4. The collision frequency functionsrn(u) of the three-cylinders.
Shown are the functions for hit one~upper left!, hit two ~lower left!, and hit
three~upper right!. The lower right panel shows the net collision frequen
function of all three hits. See text for details. The frequency is expresse
arbitrary units.

FIG. 5. The levelN59 approximation to the probability density of th
repeller, showing the collision frequency functionr(u) of the nine-cylinders
~see the lower right panel of Fig. 4 for comparison and the text for deta!.
Arbitrary units; phase space shown for disk one only by symmetry.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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D. Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy h KS

The probability of observing a givenN-cylinder Ni is
denoted byp( i 1 , . . . ,i N). It depends ons, the measure of
initial conditions. The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy is define
as

hKS52sup
$P%

lim
N→`

1

N

3 (
i 1 , . . . ,i N

p~ i 1 , . . . ,i N!ln p~ i 1 , . . . ,i N!, ~2!

where a supremum is taken over all partitions of the ph
space ands is taken to bem, the natural invariant measur
of the repeller. The generating partitionG introduced above
achieves this supremum.15 Thus

hKS52 lim
N→`

1

N

3 (
i 1 , . . . ,i N

$G%

p~ i 1 , . . . ,i N!ln p~ i 1 , . . . ,i N!. ~3!

Furthermore, at levelN, the logical approximation tom is
the probability distribution associated with theN-cylinders;
i.e., the level-N coarse-grained distribution.

A chaotic system can be defined as one for whichhKS

.0. This quantity gives the data-accumulation rate neces
to follow the time evolution and to recover the trajectory
the system from the recorded data.6 If every N-cylinder has
equal probability, then

p~ i 1 , . . . ,i N!5~3•2N21!21, ~4!

so that at levelN

hKS
N 52

1

N
ln~~3•2N21!21!5 ln 21

ln 32 ln 2

N
. ~5!

For our system Eq.~5! holds approximately, but only lowN
values are feasible computationally~Table I!.

III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL & EARLY-TIME BEHAVIOR

We now consider the reactive dynamics when a catal
site is introduced on the surface of disk one. As describe
the Introduction, the catalytic site causes interconversion
black and white species which may then escape from
three-disk domain. We restrict our considerations to the s
cific initial color condition of all white particles in order fo
the color label to serve its purpose most effectively; t

TABLE I. UncoloredhKS
N .

N hKS
N Maximum @Eq. ~5!#

3 0.828 0.8283
5 0.772 0.7742
7 0.748 0.7511
9 0.73360.002 0.7382

11 0.72160.01 0.7300
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purpose is to draw attention to particular classes of traje
ries, such as those which leave the system after reacting

A. Phenomenological picture

If a phenomenological description in terms of a ma
action rate law derived from the mechanism in Eq.~1! is
adopted, the evolution equation for the number of black a
white particles as a function of time (n̄B(t),n̄W(t)) is

dn̄B

dt
52kn̄B1kn̄W2kBn̄B , ~6!

where a similar equation forn̄W(t) may be written by the
relabelingB↔W. Given the all-white-particle initial condi-
tion

n̄B~0!50, n̄W~0!51, ~7!

the black-density evolution is

n̄B~ t !5F k

A4k21~kW2kB!2G @el2t2el1t# ~8!

with

l652 1
2 $2k1kW1kB6A4k21~kW2kB!2%. ~9!

The asymptotic slopel2 includes all three rate constants
Eq. ~1!.

A phenomenological picture of this type is expected
be applicable only on long-time scales and under circu
stances where the microscopic details of the collision
namics are not observable. For instance, with an all-wh
particle initial condition, a white particle must first strike
catalytic site and react to form a black particle to contribu
to n̄B(t). The phenomenological model predicts black p
ticle escape on arbitrarily short time scales. We now exam
some of the features of the reaction dynamics and esc
processes.

B. Initial events

The initial rate at which white particles react to for
black particles is easily computed. Consider a uniform init
velocity and position distribution of white particles. Th
catalytic site is immediately subjected to a constant flux
white particles, and hence the initial production of black p
ticles occurs at a constant rate. This rate is evaluated as
lows.

The circumference of a disk is partitioned inton equal
pieces, so that each is subtended by an arcu52p/n ~Fig. 6!.
For each piece the circumference is approximated b
straight line tangent to the disk at the midpoint. The length
this line segment is 2a tan(p/n) which we approximate as
2pa/n. We wish to look at trajectories hitting the line se
ment within timeDt. Fixing the velocity to a specific direc
tion f, the allowed position space is given by a paralle
gram of area~shaded area in Fig. 6!

A5
2pa

n
Dt sinf. ~10!

Hence the total phase space contribution is
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2E
0

p/22pa

n
Dt sinfdf5

4paDt

n
. ~11!

Taking the Riemann limit yields, for the entire disk

(
i 51

n
4paDt

n
54paDt. ~12!

This result is valid for any timeDt. It also allows the area o
interest to be a catalytic site instead of the entire disk. Fo
catalytic site subtended over an angle ofw the volume of
phase space hitting this site within timeDt is 2waDt, giving
a constant rate of

ki52wa. ~13!

C. Early–time behavior

Next, we describe the early-time evolution of the syste
In the set of snapshots shown in Fig. 7, the catalytic site
centered atu5p/6 on disk one and spans a total angle
0.04 radians. As time increases from zero white partic
strike the catalytic site, turning black and bouncing outwa
from this region. Att51.00, black particles have propagat
to the boundary and are escaping the system. Att51.50
some of the black particles have struck disks two and th
At t52.00 the fronts propagating from disks two and thr
have almost met; parts of these fronts are visible in the w
gap region close to disk one seen att51.50. Most striking is
the appearance of a hole att52.00 close to the colored re
gion. By now all direct collisions with the colored regio
have occurred—all particles striking the colored region m
have first struck disk two or disk three. This constrains
velocity vectors of the newly colored black particles. Att
52.60 this hole has grown, and the black particles rebou
ing from disks two and three have reached disk one, so
a few of the black particles can now change color. The h
has opened completely att53.50. The loss of all discernible
structure att510.00 is worth noting.

These dynamical features are reflected in the structur
the fraction of black particlesn̄B(t) in the system at timet.
This fraction is plotted in Fig. 8 for two locations of th

FIG. 6. Calculation of initial rate.
Downloaded 06 Nov 2003 to 130.91.67.156. Redistribution subject to A
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catalytic site: centered onu5p/6 as described above~upper
curve! and centered onu50.02 near the edge of the disk on
boundary.

The derivation in Sec. III B predicts an initial rate~with
a catalytic site of angle 0.04 radians anda51! of ki50.08.
This value agrees with the upper curve of Fig. 8 as expec
while the curve for the second choice of catalytic site loc
tion bends away from this initial rate immediately. This d
ference is due to the fact that in the upper curve there is
initial buildup of black density with no escape, whereas
the second choice black particles escape immediately. N
the dip in n̄B(t) for u5p/6. This has its origin in the open
ing up of the ‘‘hole’’ att53.5 as discussed above. These tw
choices represent the two extremes for the initial behavio

FIG. 7. The catalytic site spansuP@p/660.02# on disk one. Reading left to
right, top to bottom, snapshots of the black particle density are show
times of t51.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.60, 3.50, 10.00.

FIG. 8. Fraction of black particles in the system at timet. The upper curve
corresponds tou5p/6 described in Fig. 7. Note the initial linear behavio
The lower curve corresponds to exactly the same scenario, but with
catalytic site at the edge of the disk one boundary~and still spanning a total
angle of 0.04 radians!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the system with a single catalytic site. As noted earlier, in
phenomenological picture escape and reaction occur a
the time at fixed rate, and so this picture does not accoun
the structured dynamics in the early-time regime.

IV. COLORED ESCAPE RATES AND ENTROPIES

In closed systems~with no catalytic sites! the
Kolmogorov–Sinai entropyhKS and the sum of the positive
Lyapunov exponentsl i are related by Pesin’s theorem15

hKS5 (
l i.0

l i . ~14!

For open systems the escape rateg is included in a generali-
zation of Eq.~14! as

g5 (
l i.0

l i2hKS , ~15!

which has been shown to hold for several classes
systems.5,6,10,15,16In particular it holds for our system whe
no catalytic site is present. Equation~15! has been inter-
preted as saying that dynamical randomness inhibits es
from the repeller. These relations are important because
link a macroscopic quantity, namely the escape rate, w
dynamical-systems quantities, namely the Kolmogoro
Sinai entropy and the Lyapunov exponents.

A. Are the two escape rates different?

When a catalytic site is present and one observes
escape of black or white particles, these relations do
generalize in an obvious manner. Two escape rates appe
the phenomenological model and an important question
address is whether these two escape rateskW and kB are
identical or not. To answer this question we eliminate
color changing process as follows.

With an all-white initial condition, some particles wi
change color an odd number of times and will thus exit c
ored black. For such trajectories, we pretend that the par
was initially black and never changed color. In this mann
we eliminate the~color changing! reaction in favor of chang-
ing the initial condition to a mixture of black and whit
particles, which then merely propagate retaining their co
labels. This procedure is implemented by taking trajecto
which escape black, changing their color histories to
black, and then storing the resulting data. The result~Fig. 9!
clearly shows that the escape rates vary with the initial d
tribution of particles of each color, and hence that they
distinct from one another in a nontrivial way. It should b
noted that the exponential decay starts aftert'7 ~see Figs. 7
and 8!. The white escape rate does not vary noticeably w
the location of the~small! coloring region, and remains at th
uncolored escape rate value ofg50.866.

B. Colored Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy

We now construct a colored version of th
Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy,hC . To do this we modify Eq.
~3! by restricting the trajectories which contribute to t
probabilities p( i 1 , . . . ,i N) to those which escape colore
black ~from an all-white initial condition!. In other words,
Downloaded 06 Nov 2003 to 130.91.67.156. Redistribution subject to A
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we exclude all trajectories which do not escape black fr
contributing to the probabilitiesp( i 1 , . . . ,i N). Figure 10
shows some finite approximations to the colored entropy
small catalytic sites~see figure caption for details!.

Our simulations show that there is a qualitative relatio
ship between the black escape rates, the colo
Kolmogorov–Sinai entropies~as shown in Fig. 9!, and the
invariant density of the repeller. It should be noted that
resolution of thehC plot and of the black escape rate plot
very low compared to that of the repeller. The blow-ups
Fig. 10 show that the fine detail is present if the cataly
sites are made small enough.

The three relations shown in Figs. 5, 9, and 10 are su
marized as follows:

~1! Higher density of~uncolored! repeller ⇔ lower ~col-
ored! escape rate.

~2! Higher density of~uncolored! repeller⇔ lower ~colored,
finite! entropy.

FIG. 9. Black escape rate~diamonds! and the N57 curve of Fig. 10
~crosses!. Each diamond is the slope of the logarithm of the number of bla
particles in the system as a function of time~ignoring the initial nonexpo-
nential behavior!. Each diamond represents a catalytic site on disk one c
tered on theu-location of the diamond and extending one diamond to eit
side. The escape rate for the uncolored system isg50.866, and this is also
the value of the white escape ratekW for all the data shown~Ref. 17!.

FIG. 10. The coloredhC
N for N55 ~diamonds!, N57 ~crosses!, andN59

~squares!. Each symbol is the colored Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy for a ca
lytic site on disk one centered at theu-location of the symbol and extending
one symbol to either side. Onlyu5@0,p/6# is shown becauseu
5@p/6,p/3# is the reflection of this in the lineu5p/6 ~by symmetry!. The
blow-ups showN57 at the original resolution and at a finer resolution.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~3! Lower ~colored! escape rate⇔ lower ~colored, finite!
entropy.

Point one is intuitive; trajectories which sample the hig
density regions of the repeller stay in the system longer t
trajectories which sample the low-density regions. Po
three is a consequence of one and two, so we now focu
point two. Decomposing theN-cylinders into hit numbers~as
in Figs. 3 and 4! allows us to understand point two. For ea
different hit number the sameN-cylinders are present, albe
in different arrangements. The color changing event is in
pendent off, so that, for instance, all of theN-cylinders for
hit numbers one andN are approximately degenerate. As w
move in towards the middle hits, theN-cylinders become
less and less degenerate. Let us consider two catalytic s
one contained in the largest gap of Fig. 5~e.g., u'p/10)
and one contained in the second largest gap of Fig. 5~e.g.,
u'0.162); thesites are chosen to have the same meas
For the first catalytic site particles which makeN hits before
escaping can only change color on their first or last hit. T
is because theN-cylinder density is zero over this catalyt
site for all hit numbers except these two. Since theN-
cylinders are approximately degenerate for these two h
the particles are equally likely to belong to any of theN-
cylinders; this maximizes the colored entropy. For the s
ond coloring choice, there is nonzeroN-cylinder density for
the first and last hits, and also for the second and second
hits. Particles changing color on their first or last hits a
equally likely to belong to any of theN-cylinders, so once
again all of theN-cylinders have equal probability associat
with them. But particles which change color on their seco
or second last hits skew this probability distribution to fav
the particularN-cylinders whose density overlaps the colo
ing region. When the resulting probabilities are normaliz
and summed@Eq. ~3! and Sec. IV B# the entropy decrease
relative to the first catalytic site case. This argument can
elaborated and shows that we should expect the colored
tropy to decrease when the repeller density increases.
relationship is opposite to that predicted by a simple ext
sion of Pesin’s theorem.

V. INFINITE ARRAY OF CATALYTIC SITES

As a second example of a reactive Lorentz gas, we
tend our three disk system to a periodic arrangement of d
on a triangular lattice~Fig. 11!. A particle introduced into
this system now moves from one three-disk region to ano
instead of escaping the system. If we introduce catalytic s
in each three-disk domain in the same manner~for example,
by placing catalytic sites in pairsp radians apart on ever
disk!, then it is sufficient to consider one three-disk doma
with the appropriate boundary conditions~Fig. 11!. In this
manner we obtain a reactive trajectory of arbitrary length
a single three-disk domain. Note that escape has been e
nated so that the only rate process left is the color chang
reaction. The phenomenological picture is

B

k

k

W. ~16!
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The disks are separated enough to permit a class of traje
ries that never strike a disk; these trajectories never dev
from a straight-line path. When the disks are close eno
together to prevent this class of trajectories, it is known t
the system has strong ergodic properties.7 However, even
when this is not the case~as in our system!, this class has
zero measure in the class of all trajectories, and the o
trajectories sample the available phase space ergodic
This implies that there is an equilibrium color distribution
half black and half white, each half being distributed un
formly throughout the system.

A. Color correlation function

We are interested in the rate of return to~color! equilib-
rium after the system is perturbed. Denoting the deviation
the black number from its equilibrium value b
dn̄B5n̄B2n̄B

eq, Eq. ~16! gives

ddn̄B

dt
5k~dn̄W2dn̄B!522kdn̄B , ~17!

yielding a simple exponential decay with decay constantg r

52k. In writing this equation we have used the fact th
dn̄W52dn̄B .

To probe this relaxation to equilibrium after a small pe
turbation, we invoke Onsager’s regression hypothesis
shift our attention to fluctuations in the equilibrium syste
Consequently, we define the autocorrelation function of
deviation of the number of black particles from its avera
value as

C~ t !5^dxB~ t !dxB~0!&, ~18!

wherexB is the dynamical variable for the black species; i.
xB51 if the particle is black and zero if it is white. Th
angle brackets signify a time average over a long traject

^A~ t !B~0!&5
1

TE0

T

dt8A~ t1t8!B~ t8!. ~19!

FIG. 11. An infinite array of catalytic sites showing appropriate bound
conditions to revert back to a three disk domain. Catalytic sites~heavy lines!
and three escaping/reinjected pairs of trajectories are shown. Each p
coded~circle, square, blank! to clearly identify it.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The deviationdxB is defined asdxB5xB2^xB&. The times
t8 are chosen generically to provide a representative sam
of the particle’s behavior.

B. Small catalytic domains

The exponential decay expected on the basis of the p
nomenological law is borne out for a catalytic site with sm
measure. The left panels of Fig. 12 show plots of the bl
particle autocorrelation function versus time for vario
choices of the measure of the catalytic region. The mic
scopic basis for this agreement can be understood from
following considerations. For a catalytic site with sma
enough measure there are essentially no correlations bet
successive reactions since the trajectory is quickly rand
ized. The distribution of times between successive react
follows the exponential~interarrival time! distribution of a
Poisson process, except for a very short initial time per
~Fig. 12, upper right panel!. Given that the correlation func
tion decays exponentially we can easily extract the de
constantg r . This value can be compared with the analog
a transition-state theory calculation of the rate constant
this process. The transition-state region may be define
the phase space domain containing particles that will st
the catalytic site in a short timeDt. The timeDt should be
sufficiently small that no more than one collision event w

FIG. 12. The top left panel shows the correlation function for a catalytic
on disk one spanning the angular domainuP@p/660.04#. Also shown is
the correlation function obtained by sampling from the distribution alo
~see text; these are indistinguishable on the scale of the figure!. The middle
left panel is for a catalytic site covering all of disk one. The solid line is
correlation functionC(t) computed from the trajectory, while the dashe
line is the correlation functionCD(t) obtained by sampling from the distri
bution alone. The bottom left panel is for a catalytic site covering all th
disks. The corresponding panels on the right hand side show the distrib
of times between color changes~ordinate in arbitrary units!.
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the site occurs. The transition-state rate constant is t
given by the probability density of being in the transitio
state region,

gTS52kTS52
2wa

2pA
, ~20!

where 2wa, with w being the angle subtended by the ca
lytic site, comes from Eq.~13!, and

2pA52pSA3

4
R22

1

2
pa2D , ~21!

is the total phase space volume in a single three-disk dom
Using the numerical values ofR53.11 and a51 gives
gTS50.243w. Table II compares this ‘‘transition-state’’ rat
constant with the rate constant obtained directly from
correlation functionC(t). As the measure of the catalyti
site increases,gTS overestimatesg r because of correlated
recollisions with the catalytic site.

C. Large catalytic domains

When the catalytic site has large measure, possibly
tending over several disk surfaces, correlations between
active events lead to a breakdown of the simple phenome
logical picture of the reaction, and the decay of t
correlation functionC(t) is not exponential~middle and bot-
tom left-hand plots of Fig. 12!.

The distribution of times between successive reacti
is, for the bottom two right-hand panels of Fig. 12, clea
not Poissonian~exponential!. For these large catalytic site
trajectories are likely to change color often, either from o
reinjection to the next or within the same reinjection. The
collisions are too frequent for the trajectory to be randomiz
between color changes—there are correlations between
cessive color changes which introduce structure into the
tribution of times between reactions. This structure is e
tremely pronounced in the bottom right panel of Fig. 1
where a color change and a collision event with a disk
synonymous. This structure and the severe breakdown o
phenomenological picture is the result of two time sca
being nearly equal—the time scale for reaction~color
change! and the time scale for randomization. It is the re
tive magnitudes of these two time scales which determi
the validity of the assumptions implicit in a Poisson proce
description and hence in the phenomenological picture.

We test the importance of the time-ordered arrangem
of color intervals on the correlation function by computing
new correlation functionCD(t) using only the distribution of
times between successive reactions. A new ‘‘trajectory’’

e

e

e
on

TABLE II. Comparison ofg r and gTS for catalytic sites of varying mea-
sures all centered atu5p/6 on disk one.

w g r gTS

0.014 0.0034 0.0034
0.04 0.0097 0.0097
0.10 0.023 0.024
0.20 0.044 0.049
0.40 0.08 ~Ref.18! 0.097
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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constructed by sampling from this distribution. The resulti
correlation functions are shown in Fig. 12. They are ve
similar to the full correlation functionsC(t), allowing us to
conclude that the distribution function alone accounts for
shape of the correlation decayC(t).

VI. CONCLUSION

The three-disk system studied here is transiently chao
Trajectories near the underlying repeller of the system s
vive for a long time but ultimately escape. These trajector
constitute the microscopic dynamics that give rise to the p
nomenological~and observed! exponential decay of particle
density in the system. Nevertheless, for the reactive sys
the colored exponential decay constants display a de
dence on the location of the catalytic site. This dependenc
linked to both the underlying repeller and the color
Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy. More specifically, our resu
indicate that Pesin’s theorem cannot be simply extende
the reactive case as defined in this study. The relation
between the escape rate and the Kolmogorov–Sinai ent
is opposite to that predicted by a simple extension of Pes
theorem. Our results show that new phenomena arise w
classes of trajectories labeled by their reaction history
distinguished.

For the periodic lattice of scatterers with an array
catalytic sites, the microscopic criterion for the validity
the mass-action rate law is that the ‘‘interarrival’’ reactio
times be Poissonian, implying that the trajectory is rando
ized between reactions. A sufficient condition for this is th
the catalytic sites have small measure. The relative t
scales of reaction and randomization determine whethe
not the phenomenological picture is obeyed. This breakdo
of mass-action kinetics has implications for the descript
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of reaction kinetics in confined geometries or situatio
where reactions are fast relative to other nonreactive p
cesses in the system.

While the systems studied here are over-simplified m
els of real reactive dynamics they do capture some esse
features of such systems and allow a detailed examinatio
the microscopic basis of chemical rate laws. The modeling
chemical reactions through open dynamical systems in
duces new and interesting questions on extensions of cha
measures, such as the Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy, to re
tive dynamics.
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